A young man rushed into the shelter with a large longhaired black and white cat spilling out of his arms. As someone ran for a carrier to contain the cat, he began to explain that he needed to find a shelter for this cat today. He had no carrier because this was not his cat – nor was the other one. He gestured toward the door. Looking out the window, we could see a car with an open hatchback and a man nervously waving his hand in a “stop” gesture toward what appeared to be a piece of luggage. We descended upon him en masse, asking him to please zip the cat inside the suitcase so he would not escape into the parking lot before we could safely bring him into the shelter.

After both cats were settled into carriers, it was time to learn their complicated story. The two big friendly tuxedo cats had been seen for some time running loose in Ravenna, with no visible means of care, and dangerously close to traffic. The man felt he must do something. Luckily, one of the cats had been wearing a collar. He thought he’d just return them home and all would be well. But no such luck. His heart sank when the owner said thanks, but she really didn’t want the cats back. Now what? The man told us the cats had already been turned down by two other shelters. And he was on the clock. Because he drives a motorcycle, he hired a driver, but this rescue mission had become much more difficult than expected.

At this point, the hired driver was clearly annoyed, the young man was quite desperate, and the cats were confused, but handling the chaos like gentlemen – in tuxedos, no less. We had no choice but to accept this very special delivery.

Less than twenty-four hours later, two new lives had begun. The brothers, now called Uber and Satchel, returned from the spay/neuter clinic hungry and happy to have soft, warm beds. After cleaning their plates twice, they settled in for the night, to sleep, perchance to dream of a home where they will be cherished as the precious gentleman cats they are. Sometimes life travels include short layovers. Just one week after their arrival at MEOW Uber and Satchel took another trip together, this time into their new forever lives.
On an all too regular basis MEOW is faced with what appear to be impossible challenges and yet, each time, we somehow find the strength and the resources to keep our commitment to every single life entrusted to our care.

In the summer of 2014, a group of kittens transferred from another shelter included Ninja, a kitten who tested positive for feline leukemia, FeLV, a viral disease that suppresses the immune system. She arrived with a persistent upper respiratory infection and stubborn gastric parasites. In spite of these things, Ninja remained an energetic, vibrant, bright-eyed, shiny-coated little purring bundle of love during her long stay in our Isolation ward. When finally well, Ninja went to live in a special foster home, remaining on our adoptable list in hopes that right family might fall for her.

Because of her FeLV+ status, she would require a certain kind of home, as an only cat or with other cats who are also FeLV+. Like all MEOW kitties, she would need to be protected from random illnesses and wounds by being kept strictly indoors. A nutritious diet would help keep her immune system strong. Feline Leukemia cannot be contracted by humans or dogs. It is possible that Ninja would have a shortened life, but it is also possible that she would remain healthy well into her teens. Ninja was safe with us, as are all of the special needs animals in our care.

Yes, it does take longer and is usually more expensive to find forever homes for the special ones, but we are committed to each and every one of them. We want you to be so proud to support MEOW. We’re in it for the long haul. Our commitment is steadfast. Our promise is profound.

Now approaching her second birthday, Ninja has been blessed. MEOW has been blessed. Ninja has been chosen by her forever family and she’s getting daily doses of unconditional love from her mom and dad.

So many times throughout the year, MEOW is faced with the impossible and each and every day we recommit ourselves to something we truly believe in, the motto we adopted at our inception …all nine lives are precious. Ninja’s life is precious indeed.
OLIVE ~ NO COMING BACK

Olive came to MEOW in 2010 at the age of five. Her family felt she was at a disadvantage as she had been declawed but their other cats had not. Her people had not realized that declawing is amputation at the last knuckle. In addition to removing the cat’s first line of defense, the procedure can result in post-surgical infection, pain, arthritis, and sometimes permanent lameness. Olive seemed to display no negative effects from the surgery other than a tiny “tortitude”, the fussy personality for which tortoiseshell cats are sometimes known. She was adopted by someone who would understand a spirited cat.

Things went fairly well in Olive’s home for the next few years. However, as time went on, something changed. She might accept petting for a short time but then would give a swat or even a bite. Last May her family felt her behavior had become risky around their child. She would be coming back.

During her first few weeks at the shelter, Olive screamed and hissed when anyone came near. She refused food. Even warm spoonfuls of baby food were swatted away with all her feline might. She was moved into the back office area to limit her interaction with volunteers. Still, she delivered some pretty impressive bite wounds. Behaviors such as these are not unusual for declawed cats, who may be experiencing the phenomena called “phantom pain” in their paws. We followed a plan devised by our behavioral veterinarian, which included specific ways of interacting with Olive along with anti-anxiety medication and pain management.

Today Olive’s neurological pain is well managed. She happily accepts visitors in the Summer Suite and enjoys the occasional play date with long term shelter resident Sweet Pea. If you know anyone who believes declawing is a good solution, please invite them to view “The Paw Project” movie, available on demand on iTunes, or to borrow our copy on DVD. If Olive could speak on her own behalf, surely she would plead that no other cats should have to endure what she has. There is no coming back from this life-changing mutilation. Twice she has lost her home due to having been declawed. We hope with all of our hearts that when she bids us farewell a third time there will be, in a good way, no coming back.

THREE MEANT TO BE

Chrissy and Chloe started their lives in a home with way too many cats, definitely a hoarding situation. Ginger, young and pregnant, was found in a field in Granite Falls. Although they didn’t all start their lives together, their paths merged at MEOW, and these three young adult kitties would love to be adopted together. When you visit them in the community room at the shelter, you can see just how bonded they are. They look to each other for snuggles, comfort, dining companionship and even baths. Chloe and Chrissy thought they had a forever home late last year, but it just wasn’t quite right. When they came back, we could tell Ginger was beyond ecstatic. Maybe that home wasn't right because they were all meant to be together. That’s what we think anyway.

None of these girls will require your undivided attention. You may not even notice them at times as they are a bit shy and more into each other than humans. But, they’re young, love toys and as they get comfortable with you, will love you as well. If you have room in your heart and home for three cats who won’t be in your face, and will be each others’ best friends, please come meet them. We’re hoping there is someone out there with enough love in their heart, and a big enough bed for all three of these wonderful girls.

To our friends at Feral Cat Spay Neuter Project ~ Congratulations on your 100,000th spay/neuter surgery!! Thank you for changing so many lives.
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As winter approached, the winds in Eastern Washington began to bite. Ten young cats huddled together for warmth, sometimes under the junipers, or near the garden shed on the property. This place near Pullman was their home but things had changed recently. The elderly couple had to move to town where they would have the help they needed. Their daughter had agreed to go to the property to feed the cats a few times a week as long as the dirt road into the place remained passable. But now it was getting so cold and very soon the snow would come.

As soon as she found out about this family of kitties fending for themselves, a kind woman who identified herself as “really a dog person” began reaching out to rescue resources on the Western side of the state. The cats, mostly red tabbies, were described as a bit nervous and shy but they could be touched, and the patriarch of the group was a pushover. He really liked belly rubs!

Of the ten cats on the property, three found their calling as barn cats, and one was placed with family friends. The other six came over the mountains, all of them together in a large dog crate, with the “dog person” and her husband. Three boys and three girls, once again huddled together for comfort and reassurance. The big boy, now named Major Tom, served as the father figure to the others, remaining calm and demonstrating his trust for each new person he met on arrival at MEOW. The young boys looked to him for guidance. The girls watched too, wide-eyed.

Major Tom, the only one already neutered, was given a cage on the adoption floor when his intake procedures were finished. Soon after, we could tell he was depressed. It was clear this little family needed one another. Days later, all the boys were greeting visitors in the Back Room, romping on the climbers, happily chasing fly toys when offered the opportunity. Their stay was short. All three boys and one of the girls have found their forever homes. We’re hopeful that China and Genie won’t have to wait long for theirs.

The snow has long since covered the dirt road leading to the empty house outside Pullman. Thanks to the efforts of one “dog person”, all these young cats will go on to live each of their precious nine lives.

Today the cats’ fondest wish is for canned food, a staple at MEOW. Every day we open dozens of cans. Some of our cats are fed canned food exclusively. It’s vital for introducing kittens to the plate, it’s a symbol of kindness to our frightened newcomers, it’s helpful for cats with finicky appetites or fussy stomachs, it’s necessary for those recovering from dental procedures, and it’s the best diet for overweight and diabetic cats. If you can donate a case of food, or even a can or two, any brand, any flavor, the cats at the shelter would be ever so grateful. Other items on our Wish List would be much appreciated as well. Thank you.

Canned Kitten and Cat Foods
Royal Canin Mother and Baby Cat Kibble
Royal Canin Special 33
Unscented Clumping Clay Litter
Liquid Laundry Detergent HE
Kitchen Garbage Bags
Bleach
Postage Stamps
Paper Towels
Hand Sanitizer
Copy Paper
Costco Gift Cards
Target Gift Cards

Springtime decorations liven the scene, but some also pose life threatening hazards to pets. Easter lilies and related lily plants, including daffodils, are highly toxic to cats. Stringy things like Easter grass can create a deadly linear foreign body if ingested. Chocolate is hazardous to both dogs and cats. Xylitol, an artificial sweetener, is potentially very toxic to dogs and ferrets. Please keep your pets safe all year round by making wise decorating choices and always keep dangerous foods stored safely out of their reach. Happy Spring!
GIVEBIG
TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE AN IMPACT
TUESDAY, MAY 3RD

We are once again excited to participate in Seattle Foundation's one day, 24 hour, on-line charitable giving event designed to inspire people in our community to give generously to the nonprofit organizations that make our region a stronger, more vibrant one for all. Again this year, there will be a stretch pool, making your donations go even farther. Last year, you, our amazing supporters, donated almost $28,000 to help the precious ones we serve at MEOW! Watch our website and our e-newsletter, MEOW MEWS, in the near future to learn more. Your gift will go even farther and help MEOW even more on Tuesday May 3rd.

PINTS FOR PETS 2016
TWO LOCATIONS ~ TWO GREAT BREWERIES

Wednesday, April 13th from 5pm to 9pm -- Get your taxes done early and celebrate with a beer or two at Postdoc Brewing, located at 17625 NE 65th Street, Suite 100, in Redmond. Postdoc Brewing will be generously donating $1 to MEOW for every pint poured. There will be fun and games, and a lot of great beer.

Also, mark your calendar for a Halloween themed Pints for Pets, October 27th, at Reuben's Brews in Ballard. Reuben's Brews will be donating $1 for every pint poured as part of their "Thankyou Thursdays" events. There will be a fun costume contest and again, lots of great beer!